An individual drug-therapy and genetic testing report of temporal bone verrucous carcinoma
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Objective: To investigate the pathology and pathogenesis of and treatment methods for temporal bone verrucous carcinoma.

Materials and methods: A single-patient report of verrucous carcinoma on the left external auditory canal is presented and analyzed along with all cases of temporal bone verrucous carcinoma that have been documented in the English literature.

Results: Most of the patients with verrucous carcinoma of the temporal bone have histories of surgery, trauma, or infection, and verrucous carcinomas are sensitive to antimicrotubule chemotherapeutic medicines. Adjuvant radiation therapy is not effective, but surgical treatment might be relatively more effective.

Conclusion: Temporal bone verrucous carcinoma has a poor prognosis; therefore, the preferred treatment is surgical resection facilitated with antimicrotubule chemotherapeutic treatment. Adjuvant radiation therapy is not a preferred treatment for temporal bone verrucous carcinoma.
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Introduction

Verrucous carcinomas were first reported in 1948 by Ackerman, and are tumors that rarely present in the head or neck, but commonly present in the oral cavity and larynx. Verrucous carcinomas have also been reported in other parts of the head, such as the sinus, nose, pharynx, scalp, and esophagus. This disease rarely occurs in the temporal bone, and thus far only 17 cases have been reported in the English-language literature. The patient we report on in this paper is the 18th.

Verrucous carcinoma is histologically classified as a well-differentiated squamous cell carcinoma. Verrucous carcinoma cells are larger than squamous cell carcinoma cells, exhibit reduced mitotic activity, are only located in the basal layer, and sometimes contain visible small intraepithelial abscesses. The superficial portions of verrucous carcinomas are similar to those of other general verrucae, which may only exhibit symptoms of hyperkeratosis, hyperplasia, or papilloma. The keratinocyte cell is well differentiated, with a pompadour cytoplasm and a pale and small nucleus. This carcinoma can be treated as a part of the papillary damage that evolves from the papilloma.

We observed and analyzed one case of papilloma wart-like cancer of the left ear canal. The main purpose of this paper is to increase awareness of this rare disease. Furthermore, we are among the first to report on the use of chemotherapy-related gene detection in this disease.
Materials and methods

A search for all of the reports of verrucous carcinomas of the temporal bone, middle ear, and external auditory canal in the English-language literature yielded only 17 cases. Our report adds more information for future research into verrucous carcinomas of the temporal bone. Comprehensive analyses were also performed on disease histories, clinical presentations, examinations, treatments, and prognoses to compare our case to those in the previous reports.

Drug-therapy genetic testing

A sample was fixed in formalin prior to paraffin embedding. One hematoxylin and eosin-stained slide was selected and deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) was extracted from corresponding unstained 10 µm-thick slides by manual microdissection. The tissue DNA was isolated by automated extraction using the BioRobot M48 (Qiagen) following the manufacturer’s instructions. Quality and quantity of isolated DNA was assessed by agarose gel electrophoresis. Pyrosequencing was performed with the BRAF Pyro Kit (Qiagen) detecting certain mutations. One microliter of each isolated DNA was analyzed. Pyrosequencing was performed on the PyroMark Q24 platform (Qiagen). Programs were generated with the PyroMark Q24 software, and data were analyzed manually by Qiagen. Sequences surrounding the site of interest served as normalization and reference peaks for quantification and quality control. Gene sequences were as follows: GSTP1 wild-type target, AATACATCTCC; mutation-type target, AATACGTCTCC; XRCC1 wild-type target, TCTGGGAGGGC; mutation-type target, TCTGGGAACCT; wild-type target, CACTGAA; mutation-type target, CAGTGAA; wild-type target, CYP1B1 wild-type target, CACTGAA; mutation-type target, CAGTGAA; wild-type target, MDR1 G2677AT wild-type target, TGCTGGGAACCT; mutation-type target, TA/TCTGGGAAGGT.

Results

A 51-year-old female who had undergone surgery on an external auditory canal papilloma 4 years previously presented with a 1-month history of pain and suppuration in the left preauricula.

A clinical examination revealed the following: the top of the tragus had a sinus and local skin irritation, inside of which was a visible ulceration; the external auditory canal had stenosis and swelling, and a large amount of purulent secretion was present; and the eardrum was not clear and had a hole of two fingerbreadths. There were no palpable lumps or swollen lymph nodes on the neck.

An early pathologic examination from another hospital revealed that the left external auditory canal had two masses, each of which was approximately 5 mm in diameter. Microscopic examination revealed polypoid hyperplasia, squamous cell hyperplasia, and further cell infiltration (Figure 1A). The second pathological examination revealed that sinus scrapings from the left tragus consisted of broken squamous epithelia, the proliferation of which was accompanied by parakeratosis and keratosis, and inflammatory granulation tissue, which had been infiltrated by neutrophils, lymphocytes, and plasma cells, and was full of foreign-body giant cells (Figure 1B and C). Computed tomography (CT) examination revealed the following: the soft tissue of the left ear canal and the surrounding area were swollen; the area near the parotid had a visible soft-tissue mass of approximately 3×2 cm, with small pieces of high-density shadows; the external auditory canal was narrow; and the density of the left parotid gland was slightly elevated (Figure 2A and B). Bad patency was observed in the left external ear canal on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) performed at our hospital (Figure 2C and D). The patient underwent surgery that consisted of left free vastus lateralis flap repair and resections of the left external expansion, left external, mass and left parotid. During the surgery, the left external auditory canal was found to be filled with gray tumor tissues that pushed forward, destroyed the bone, reached the superficial and deep-lobe parotidectomies, and pushed dorsally to the zygomatic arch, with inflammation and destruction of the bone. The pathology results revealed censorship of the left external auditory canal with squamous papilloma-like proliferation. Some epithelia had mild atypia. There was more subepithelial inflammatory cell infiltration that was similar to that of a wart-like cancerous change (Figure 1D). The examined tissues had signs of left parotid chronic inflammation and mild atypia squamous cell nests.

MRI examination of this patient 2.5 months after surgery revealed irregular expansion of the left ear canal and partial bone agenesis in the temporal bone scales and the external auditory canal in the posterior walls of the anterior and temporomandibular joints (combined with results from CT) (Figure 2E and F). Positron emission tomography (PET)/CT examination revealed an abnormal radioactive uptake shadow in the corresponding parts with a maximum standardized uptake value of 4.1. Small flaky soft-tissue shadow was found filling the left eardrum room and the mastoid air, and PET revealed light radioactive uptake shadows in the corresponding parts with a maximum standardized uptake value of 2.2. The development of the brain was normal, and no abnormalities in
Two months after surgery, the patient’s left ear exhibited a nodule that gradually increased in size, and the surface of this nodule ultimately ruptured and overflowed with visible white residue (Figure 4A). Consequently, she came to our hospital for another surgery. Pathology results revealed papilloma-like material and a verrucous carcinoma. Two months after the surgery, the canal wall and the back of the left ear were tumorous and purulent. Samples were taken from the tumor-surface tissue for pathologic examination, the results of which revealed a highly differentiated squamous cell carcinoma in the left external auditory canal (Figure 1E). Sixteen months after the first surgery (ie, after 13 months of radiotherapy), most of the left temporal lobe and the frontal, parietal, and occipital lobes had been invaded by tumors, and she ultimately died of respiratory and circulatory failure.

Discussion

Literature analysis

Thus far, 17 cases of temporal bone verrucous carcinoma have been reported in the English literature. Based on a combination of the survey works of Strojan et al and Miller et al, all reported cases are summarized in Table 1.

Inspection

Of the previous 18 cases, three underwent combined radiotherapy/chemotherapy treatment, two died, and one was followed up for 18 months with no recurrence. In our case, the patient experienced recurrence within a short period after the surgery and radiotherapy, and was thus recommended for combination chemotherapy. A tumor-individualized drug-therapy genetic test was performed on this patient prior to this treatment that used the blood DNA-extraction and pyrosequencing method. The GSTP1, XRCC1, CYP1B1, and MDR1 genes were examined (Figure 5). The test results suggested the following:

- The GSTP1 gene was homozygous wild type with normal enzymatic activity. The chemotherapy drug was cleared quickly. An increased dose or alternate medicine should be used when using platinum-based drug-treatment programs.
- The XRCC1 gene was homozygous mutant with reduced DNA-repair functionality. This gene was not sensitive to platinum-based chemotherapy drugs, and thus chemotherapy programs with platinum-based drugs are not recommended.
- The CYP1B1 gene was homozygous wild type and capable of functioning correctly in chemotherapy programs with antimicrotubule drugs.
The MDRI G2677 A/T gene was heterozygous mutant with reduced transportation activity, and might have been sensitive to antimicrotubule medicine. Chemotherapy programs with antimicrotubule drugs are recommended.

Our report is the first to provide detection results about verrucous carcinoma chemotherapy drug therapy-related genes. We believe chemotherapeutic drugs of the antimicrotubule class might have been effective; however, we did not use such drugs in this case because of the patient’s status. Although these results might be individual-specific, they still provide a good reference for future chemotherapies for temporal bone verrucous carcinomas.

Treatment and prognosis
Of the three cases that underwent combined radiotherapy/chemotherapy treatment, two died, and one was followed up for 18 months and exhibited no recurrence. Four cycles

**Notes:** The left external auditory canal exhibited no abnormal density mass levels, with the exception of the radioactive uptake shadow in the local regions of the thickened soft tissue in the temporal region, which were equivalent to the local bone thinning observed on the left temporal bone drum unit in the corresponding portions of the abnormal uptake shadow, shadow. Red arrow: positron emission tomography examination revealed the abnormal uptake shadow on the left temporal bone, which had a maximum standardized uptake value of 4.1.

**Figure 2 (A and B)** Computed tomography examination prior to the first surgery in our hospital. (C and D) Magnetic resonance imaging examination prior to the first surgery in our hospital. (E and F) Magnetic resonance imaging examination prior to chemotherapy.

**Figure 3** Positron emission tomography/computed tomography examination.

**Figure 4** (A) Two months after radiotherapy, the tumor relapsed. (B) Four months after the surgery, the patient suffered more progression of tumor on the left ear and the left temporal lobe.
of chemotherapy administered as prolonged intravenous infusions of vinblastine, methotrexate, and bleomycin were applied, and this case died of bronchitis 11 years later. After the treatment of the antimicrotubule drug vinblastine, the patient got a better prognosis. In Proops et al’s report, 5-fluorouracil and mitomycin C were used to treat the patient. Although no recent reports of recurrence (18 months), this case lacks longer follow-up data. In Edelstein’s case using carboplatin–paclitaxel chemotherapy, there was a recurrence after 3 months and the patient died after 11 months. It was just as our individualized drug-therapy genetic tests showed: chemotherapy programs with platinum-based drugs are not recommended. Although the patient in our case did not undergo chemotherapy treatment, the chemotherapy medication genetic testing results showed that this patient was not sensitive to platinum-based chemotherapy medicine, but was sensitive to antimicrotubule-based medicine. We believe chemotherapy treatment can be effective for the treatment of temporal bone verrucous carcinoma, and recommend antimicrotubule-based medicines.

A large amount of controversy surrounds the choice of surgery or radiotherapy for the treatment of verrucous carcinoma. At its early stage, radiotherapy was not as effective as surgery. Analysis of these medical reports also suggests that even with combined radiotherapy, the 5-year survival rate was still low. Worse, radiotherapy might convert the tumor into an aggressive squamous cell carcinoma. However, some authors have reported that no cell anaplasia was observed in patients treated with radiotherapy, and only 7% of patients treated with radiotherapy exhibit cell anaplasia. Some patients who were treated with surgery but not radiotherapy still exhibited similar anaplasia.
Our report is the first to provide detection results about verrucous carcinoma chemotherapy drug-related genes and provide a new supporting example for the perspective that radiotherapy can convert verrucous carcinomas into more aggressive squamous cell carcinoma. The first two surgical pathology reports were identified as verrucous carcinoma (Figure 1D); however, after two surgeries and radiotherapy, the external auditory canal tumor recurred, and examination of the pathological tissue revealed highly differentiated squamous cell carcinoma (Figure 1E).

In conclusion, due to the poor prognosis of temporal bone verrucous carcinoma, we recommend treatment via surgical resection supplemented with chemotherapy with antimicrotubule medicines. Radiotherapy with platinum-based medicine should not be the preferred treatment.
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